SECTION ELEVATION B–B

APPLY TOP OF FRAME ELEVATION AT COUTH OF CATCH BASIN

FINISH GRADE

MORTAR

ADJUST TO REQUIRED GRADE WITH MINIMUM TWO COURSES OF BRICK

1" CEMENT PARGE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE, ALL SIDES

8" SOLID CONCRETE BLOCKS, ALL SIDES

DISH INLET BOTTOM TO PIPE INVERT WITH BRICK OR CONCRETE

SECTION ELEVATION A–A

NOTES:

1. DIMENSION "A" SHALL BE CONSISTENT WITH THE INVERT ELEVATION SHOWN ON CONTRACT DRAWINGS. WHEN NO INVERT ELEVATION IS SPECIFIED DIMENSION "A" SHALL BE ADEQUATE TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF 2'-0" OF COVER OVER PIPE.

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

DOUBLE TYPE "C-1" CURBLESS CONCRETE BLOCK INLET
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SCALE = N.T.S.